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Polycomb-repressive complex 2 (PRC2) facilitates the
maintenance and inheritance of chromatin domains re-
pressive to transcription through catalysis of methylation
of histone H3 at Lys27 (H3K27me2/3). However, through
its EZH2 subunit, PRC2 also binds to nascent transcripts
from active genes that are devoid of H3K27me2/3 in
embryonic stem cells. Here, biochemical analyses indicated
that RNA interaction inhibits SET domain-containing
proteins, such as PRC2, nonspecifically in vitro. How-
ever, CRISPR-mediated truncation of a PRC2-interacting
nascent RNA rescued PRC2-mediated deposition of
H3K27me2/3. That PRC2 activity is inhibited by in-
teractions with nascent transcripts supports a model in
which PRC2 can only mark for repression those genes
silenced by transcriptional repressors.
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Based on early genetic studies in Drosophila (i.e.,
Schuettengruber et al. 2007; Simon and Kingston 2009),
the Polycomb group (PcG) of proteins is key tomaintaining
gene repression already established by master regulators
during lineage commitment. This feature of maintaining
as opposed to establishing initial repression is an impor-
tant consideration in understanding the mechanism un-
derlying PcG protein recruitment to chromatin and the
resultant reinstatement of appropriate PcG-patterned gene
expression upon cell division when master regulators are
no longer present. The means by which this already pro-
grammed gene repression is conveyed to newly replicated
genomes entails epigenetic processes that include the
activities of PcG proteins.

InDrosophila, the Polycomb-repressive elements (PREs)
comprise domains recognized by sequence-specific DNA-
binding proteins that facilitate PcG protein recruitment to
chromatin (for review, see Simon and Kingston 2009).
However, in mammals, very few such PREs have been
identified, their role in PcG recruitment is controversial,
and, in general, the recruitment of mammalian PcG pro-
teins appears not to be mediated by PREs (for review, see
Margueron and Reinberg 2011). Mammalian PcG proteins
exist in two major complexes, Polycomb-repressive com-
plex 1 (PRC1) and PRC2, that are functionally interrelated
and maintain appropriately repressed chromatin domains.
The PRC2 core complex comprises EZH2, EED, SUZ12,
and RBBP4/7, where EZH2 catalyzes methylation of his-
toneH3 at Lys27 (H3K27me2/3), a modification associated
with transcriptionally silent facultative heterochromatin
(for review, see Margueron and Reinberg 2011; Simon and
Kingston 2013). PRC2 recognizes the product of its own
catalysis, H3K27me2/3, through its EED subunit, leading
to a stimulation of its histone lysine methyltransferase
(HKMT) activity and providing a means for H3K27me2/3
propagation (Margueron et al. 2009). The core PRC2
complex associates with other factors that significantly
enhance its HKMT activity, such as AEBP2 and JARID2
(Cao and Zhang 2004; Li et al. 2010, respectively). JARID2
is essential for early development, being expressed in un-
differentiated cells, declining in expression as a function of
differentiation, and undetectable in fully differentiated
cells (Takeuchi et al. 1995; Peng et al. 2009; Shen et al.
2009; Landeira et al. 2010; Li et al. 2010; Pasini et al. 2010,
Son et al. 2013). Our previous studies demonstrated that
JARID2 binds to the catalytic component of core PRC2,
EZH2, and stimulates its HKMT activity through an
allosteric mechanism (Li et al. 2010; Son et al. 2013).
Moreover, as opposed to core PRC2, JARID2 exhibits
nucleosome-binding activity, facilitating PRC2 access to
nucleosomes (Son et al. 2013).
Whilewe are beginning to understand howH3K27me2/3

domains are maintained over time and cell divisions, it
remains unclear what triggers the placement of these his-
tonemodifications in the first place, when transcriptional
repression is initially established. How is transcriptional
repression monitored by PRC2, for example? Both EZH2
and JARID2 contain RNA-binding regions (RBRs) that rec-
ognize specific long noncoding RNA (lncRNAs) (Kaneko
et al. 2010), such as MEG3, which enhance the associa-
tion of EZH2 with JARID2 (Kaneko et al. 2014). Our
studies with MEG3 and those of others with RepA point
to an important role for lncRNAs in recruiting PRC2/
JARID2 to the appropriate loci (Zhao et al. 2008; Kaneko
et al. 2014). However, EZH2 does not recognize only
lncRNAs. We and others found that, remarkably, PRC2
localizes to not only the promoter regions of repressed
genes giving rise to H3K27me2/3, as expected, but also
those of active genes in embryonic stem cells (ESCs), and its
EZH2 component binds to the 59 terminus of the nascent
transcripts (ezRNAs) emanating from these active genes
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(Davidovich et al. 2013; Kaneko et al. 2013). Interestingly,
promoters of ezRNA-producing genes contain reduced levels
of H3K27me2/3 despite the fact that they are occupied by
PRC2 (Davidovich et al. 2013; Kaneko et al. 2013). These
results led us to hypothesize that PRC2 senses the
transcriptional activity of genes through nascent RNA
binding that in turn might preclude its HKMT activity.
When transcription is silenced by, for example, master
regulatory repressors, the absence of nascent transcripts
would relieve PRC2 inhibition, allowing for H3K27me2/3
catalysis at the newly repressed loci. Here, we investigate
this hypothesis as well as the input to this phenomenon
from the functionally relevant PRC2 partner JARID2.

Results and Discussion

RNA interaction inhibits PRC2 holoenzyme
(Holo-PRC2 HKMT) activity in vitro

To test our hypothesis that RNA interaction might inhibit
PRC2 activity, we first examined the levels of HKMT
activity from recombinant Holo-PRC2 comprising core
PRC2 components EZH2, EED, SUZ12, and RBBP4 and
associated partners JARID2 and AEBP2 in vitro as a conse-
quence of the presence of candidate RNAs that associate in
vitro and in vivo with Holo-PRC2: RepA (Zhao et al. 2008)
and pre-microRNA 17–92 (mir17–92), which forms two
stem–loops (Kaneko et al. 2014). Holo-PRC2-mediated
methylation of recombinant nucleosomal substrates de-
creased as a function of the presence of increasing amounts
of either RepA or mir17–92 (Fig. 1A).
Previous reports indicated that the presence of putative

secondary structural motifs within lncRNAs might im-
pact their interaction with PRC2 (Zhao et al. 2008; Tsai
et al. 2010). Indeed, the predicted structure of full-length
(FL) HOTAIR RNA that interacts with Holo-PRC2 exhib-
its an extensive secondary structure (Fig. 1B, bottom
schematic) that is also evident in its truncated form,
comprising 1–333 nucleotides (nt). Increasing amounts of
either FL or 1- to 333-nt versions of HOTAIR RNA also led
to decreased levels of Holo-PRC2-mediatedHKMTactivity
(Fig. 1B, left panel). Core PRC2 activity was also inhibited
by HOTAIR 1–333 in a dose-dependent manner (Supple-
mental Fig. S1). In contrast, a shorter version of HOTAIR
comprising its first 116 nt with a much less complex
predicted structure was ineffectual (Fig. 1B, right panel).
These results suggested that the length and/or structure

of the interacting RNA are determinant in Holo-PRC2
inhibition. To distinguish these possibilities, we next com-
pared ribonucleotide polymers of comparable lengths (data
not shown) but starkly different structures: Poly(G) and
Poly(A). Poly(G) RNA forms a three-dimensional structure
known as aG quadruplex (Millevoi et al. 2012), whereas, in
the neutral pH conditions of this assay, Poly(A) RNA does
not fold and remains in an extended right-handed helix
(Seol et al. 2007). As previously shown (Li et al. 2010; Son
et al. 2013), core PRC2 HKMT activity is greatly stimu-
lated in the presence of its associated partner, JARID2 (Fig.
1C,D). The highly disparate structural features of Poly(G)
and Poly(A) were reflected in their contrasting effects on
JARID2/PRC2-mediated HKMT activity, with increasing
amounts of the quadruplex structure associated with
Poly(G) being inhibitory and that of the unfolded, right-
handed helix associated with Poly(A) being ineffectual (Fig.
1C,D, respectively). In keeping with this finding, PRC2
was able to bind Poly(G) but not Poly(A) (Fig. 1E).

Although the structure of Poly(G) RNA is likely very
different from the stem–loops formed by bona fide EZH2-
interacting RNAs such asHOTAIR and RepA, nonetheless,
we speculate that some of the three-dimensional features
of Poly(G), such as the simultaneous presence of double-
stranded segments and single-stranded loops, are sufficient
to mimic binding to structured RNA in vitro and there-
fore result in PRC2 inhibition. Thus, our results strongly
implicate not only RNA length, as previously shown
(Davidovich et al. 2013), but also sequence composi-
tion and secondary structure as a defining feature in
Holo-PRC2 binding and suggest that such binding

Figure 1. Holo-PRC2 activity is inhibited by RNA in vitro. (A) HKMT
assay performed with increasing amounts of RepA (0.2–6.4 pmol) (left
panel) or miR17–92 (0.2–1.6 pmol) (right panel) on 4.56 pmol of
recombinant nucleosomes using 1 pmol of PRC2 with 2.5 pmol of
JARID2 (residues 119–574) and 4 pmol of AEBP2 for 1 h. Results were
analyzed by autoradiography using [3H]ENHANCE spray after SDS-
PAGE. (B, top) HKMT assay as in A using HOTAIR FL (0.16–1.25
pmol), HOTAIR1–333 (1–8 pmol), or HOTAIR1–116 (2.87–23 pmol).
(Bottom) RNA structure prediction using the ViennaRNA package.
(C,D) HKMTassay performed with increasing amounts of either Poly
(G) (1–64 pmol) (C) or Poly(A) (4–64 pmol) (D) on 2.28 pmol of native
nucleosomes using 1 pmol of PRC2 with 1.5 pmol of JARID2 (residues
119–574). The assay was incubated for 15 min with 12.5 mM SAM
(radiolabeled:cold: 1:45) and analyzed by scintillation counting after
SDS-PAGE. (E) Core PRC2 and RNA-binding assays. (F) HKMT assay
using 1 pmol of SET9 and recombinant octamers with increasing
amounts of HOTAIR1–309 (1–64 pmol).
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leads to inhibition of Holo-PRC2-mediated catalysis of
H3K27me2/3 in vitro.

Lack of specificity in RNA-mediated inhibition
of SET activity in vitro

TheHKMTactivity inhibited byRNA interaction, as shown
above, resides within the SET domain of the core PRC2
component EZH2. However, SET domain-containing pro-
teins have in general been shown to interact with ssDNA
and ssRNA (Krajewski et al. 2005). One such SET domain-
containing protein is SET9. Unlike EZH2, SET9 contains
a split SET domain and is capable of monomethylating
different proteins, including histone H3, rather than nu-
cleosomes, in vitro; therefore, its activity is independent of
DNA and RNA. Nonetheless, similar to its inhibitory
effect on Holo-PRC2 as well as core PRC2 (Supplemental
Fig. S1), HOTAIR RNA also inhibited SET9 HMTactivity
using histone octamers as substrates in vitro (Fig. 1F). Sim-
ilar results were obtained with PR-Set7 (data not shown),
leading us to conclude that RNA-mediated inhibition of
SET domain-containing proteins, including Holo-PRC2,
was not specific, at least under these in vitro conditions.
In spite of this lack of specificity, two important features

regarding the nature and consequences of the interaction
of Holo-PRC2 with RNA became evident from this and
previous analyses. First, the length of RNA is determi-
nant, consistent with findings from the Cech laboratory
(Davidovich et al. 2013) that demonstrated an RNA length-
dependent interaction with Holo-PRC2. Although this was
also apparent in the case of HOTAIR RNA as shown above
(Fig. 1B) and Ntn1 nascent RNAs (Fig. 2E; see below), we
cannot exclude the possibility that different length RNA
might have different branched structures. Second, RNA
structure is also a key determinant, as evidenced by the
observation that equally sized polymers of adenosine
versus guanosine monophosphates give rise to striking dif-
ferences in Holo-PRC2 binding and inhibition (Fig. 1C,D).

Holo-PRC2 HKMT activity is inhibited by nascent
RNAs in vivo

Given the lack of specificity in RNA-mediated inhibition
of HKMTactivity observed in vitro, we sought an in vivo
setting to investigate further the relevance of RNA in-
teraction to PRC2 function. To this end, in mouse ESCs
(mESCs), we chose one of the cohorts of genes previously
identified as actively producing nascent transcripts to
which the EZH2 component of PRC2 binds (ezRNAs) yet
containing reduced amounts of H3K27me2/3 at their
respective promoter regions (Kaneko et al. 2013). We used
the CRISPR-Cas9 methodology (Supplemental Fig. S2) to
generate mESCs containing derivatives of the chosen can-
didate Ntn1 gene in which an effective polyadenylation
site was inserted independently at two positions: 2.6 kb
downstream (Downstream 1) and 95.5 kb downstream
(Downstream 2) from the transcriptional start site (TSS)
ofNtn1 (Fig. 2A,B). To minimize potential adverse effects
of puromycin, we drug-selected mESC clones for 48 h,
and these clones were subsequently maintained without
puromycin (see the Materials and Methods).
Comparison of RT–PCR results using primers specific

to exons 2 and 3 and mRNA isolated from wild-type,
Downstream 1, and Downstream 2 mESC lines demon-
strated that Downstream 1 is deficient in production of
both exon 2- and exon 3-containing mRNAs from the

Ntn1 gene, while Downstream 2 is deficient in only exon
3-containing mRNAs when normalized to Gapdh mRNA
levels (Fig. 2C). Although the effect of the Downstream 1
insertion on the immediately upstream exon 2 was un-
expected, it resulted in anmESC line withmuch decreased
levels of nascentNtnt1 ezRNAs, whichwewere able to use
for the subsequent experiments.
Importantly, mRNA levels from several pluripotent

genes (Oct4, Nanog, and Sox2) were consistent between
these threemESC lines, suggesting that the geneticmanip-
ulations of the Ntn1 locus did not affect pluripotency in
mESCs (Supplemental Fig. S3). In addition, chromatin im-
munoprecipitation and quantitative PCR (ChIP-qPCR)
performed with antibody against H3K27me2/3 in the case
of wild-type versus Downstream 1 and Downstream 2 cell
lines did not reveal any differences of note in the levels of
H3K27me2/3 at the promoter region of actively transcrib-
ing pluripotent genes such as Nanog and Foxo3 or of the
repressed developmental gene Otx2 (Fig. 2D). However,
while the levels of H3K27me2/3 at the respective Ntn1
promoter regions of wild type and Downstream 2 were
similar, the levels of H3K27me2/3weremarkedly elevated

Figure 2. Transcription termination proximal to the TSS results in
increased H3K27me3 at the Ntn1 promoter. (A) Schematic of the
Ntn1 gene locus. CRISPR-Cas9 cleavage sites (Downstream 1: 2.6 kb
downstream from the TSS; Downstream 2: 95.5 kb downstream
from the TSS) are shown by scissors. Position of the RT–PCR primer
sets used in C are shown by arrows. Positions of ChIP primer sets
(#1, #2, #3) used in D are also indicated. (B) PCR genotyping. (C) RT-
qPCR normalized to Gapdh levels on wild-type (white bars) and
Ntn1 Downstream 2 (gray bars) and Downstream 1 (black bars)
mESCs. Bars represents the mean of three biological replicates
+SEM. (*) P < 0.05 by Mann-Whitney U-test. (D) ChIP-qPCR for
H3K27me3 normalized by H3 on wild-type (white bars) and Ntn1
downstream knockout (KO) (gray bars) and upstream knockout
(black bars) mESCs for the genes indicated at the bottom. All ChIP
primer sets are targeted to respective promoter regions. Bars repre-
sents the mean of three biological replicates +SEM. (*) P < 0.05 by
Mann-Whitney U-test. (E) HKMT assay as in Figure 1 using 1–16
pmol of each of the various sized runoff transcripts derived from
Ntn1. Values are given as a percentage of enzymatic activity
obtained in the absence of RNA.
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in the case of Downstream 1 (Fig. 2D). Indeed, the length of
theNtn1 transcriptwas determinant to its inhibitory effect
on PRC2 HKMT activity in vitro, as evidenced by results
obtained using in vitro transcribed fragments of the Ntn1
pre-mRNA of different lengths (Fig. 2E). Given that PRC2-
mediated catalysis of H3K27me2/3 at the Ntn1 promoter
was dependent on the length and perhaps the structure of
the nascentNtn1 transcript permitted in the case ofDown-
stream 1 versus Downstream 2, we conclude that Holo-
PRC2 binding to nascent RNA does inhibit its HKMT
activity at the wild-type promoter in vivo. Thus, the ab-
sence of H3K27me2/3 at actively transcribing promoters
that nonetheless exhibit PRC2 bound to their respective
nascent transcripts (Kaneko et al. 2013) is a consequence
of interacting RNA-mediated inhibition of Holo-PRC2
catalysis.
This in vivo observation is consistent with the inhibi-

tion of Holo-PRC2 and core PRC2 activity thatwe obtained
in vitro despite its lack of specificity in those settings. A
recent report also investigated the role of RNA interac-
tion with respect to PRC2 activity, concluding that RNA
interaction inhibits PRC2 activity in vitro (Cifuentes-Rojas
et al. 2014). In addition, that report presented evidence
that JARID2 relieved RNA-mediated PRC2 repression
(Cifuentes-Rojas et al. 2014). While, in principle, this and
our report agree that RNA inhibits core PRC2 activity, the
lack of specificity in this inhibition observed in vitro led us
to find the data inconclusive. Moreover, in pursuing this
question in vivo, we found that in undifferentiated mESCs
that contain JARID2, RNA interaction inhibits Holo-
PRC2 activity. We believe that these discrepancies are
due to the methodology used for reconstituting PRC2 in
vitro. We and others have observed that while the integ-
rity of PRC2 is not impinged when all relevant subunits
are reconstituted through their coexpression via baculovi-
rus, the reconstitution of PRC2 from subunits expressed in
isolation might result in PRC2 aggregation/misfolding.
Indeed, such a discrepancy in the reconstitution of PRC2
led to a previous controversy as to whether JARID2 itself
stimulates or inhibits PRC2 activity (Peng et al. 2009; Shen
et al. 2009). It is now recognized that JARID2 stimulates
PRC2 activity (Li et al. 2010; Mejetta et al. 2011; Zhang
et al. 2011; Son et al. 2013; Cifuentes-Rojas et al. 2014;
Kalb et al. 2014; this study).

Similar to EZH2, JARID2 binds nascent transcripts
in vivo

Our previous studies demonstrated that JARID2 contains
an RBR necessary for its interaction with the lncRNA
MEG3 in vitro and in vivo and that MEG3 interaction
promotes JARID2 interactionwith the core PRC2 catalytic
subunit EZH2 as well as PRC2 recruitment to chromatin
(Kaneko et al. 2014).
Given the facts that JARID2 has an affinity for RNA

and that it exists in close association with PRC2 in undif-
ferentiated mESCs, we hypothesized that it might also
engage some of the same nascent transcripts that interact
with EZH2 in vivo (Kaneko et al. 2013), such as, for example,
those emanating from theNtn1 gene. In a manner similar
to our studies of EZH2 binding to nascent transcripts
(ezRNAs) (Kaneko et al. 2013), we used the modified photo-
activatable ribonucleoside-enhanced cross-linking and
immunoprecipitation (PAR-CLIP) methodology (Kaneko
et al. 2013) using, in this case, extensively validated
antibody to JARID2 (Li et al. 2010; Kaneko et al. 2014).

After immunoprecipitation and SDS-PAGE, radiolabeled
signal was erased by RNase treatment, demonstrating
JARID2–RNA cross-linking (Supplemental Fig. S4A).
Since JARID2 levels steadily decline during ESC differ-
entiation, we compared PAR-CLIP results from undiffer-
entiated mESCs grown in LIF versus partially differenti-
ated mESCs derived in the absence of LIF but in the
presence of retinoic acid (RA) such that JARID2 is still
present (protocol shown schematically in Fig. 3A; sum-
marized in Supplemental Table S2; Li et al. 2010).
We identified RNA contact sites (RCSs) using PARalyzer

(Supplemental Tables S3,S4; Corcoran et al. 2011), and ob-
served that they mapped to the bodies of protein-coding
genes, as evidenced by extensive coverage of intronic re-
gions by PAR-CLIP reads (Fig. 3B), which would be absent
if the interacting RNA species were mature and spliced
mRNA. We observed a similar trend in differentiating
mESCs (data not shown). In fact, the same three genes
that we previously identified as giving rise to ezRNAs
with the strongest binding to EZH2, which includeNtn1,
also accumulated large numbers of reads from the JARID2
PAR-CLIP (jarRNAs) (Fig. 3C). Indeed, there was extensive
overlap (;75%) between ezRNAs and jarRNAs, suggest-
ing that EZH2 and JARID2 might make simultaneous

Figure 3. JARID2 contacts nascent RNAs. (A) Procedure for obtain-
ing JARID2 PAR-CLIP data as a function of mESC differentiation. (B)
Histogram of mapped CLIP tags reads to the whole genome. Three
genome categories for read assignments, which are exon, intron, and
promoter regions (from the TSS to �3 kb), are shown in sense
(black bar) and antisense (gray bar) directions. (C) Schematic of Ntn1,
Xkr6, and Foxo3 gene loci. Unique JARID2 PAR-CLIP-tags are
shown in bars with blue (plus strand) and dark red (minus strand).
(Rep1–3) Biological replicates. Note that there are upstream
CLIP tags that originated from Ntn1 alternative transcript
ENSMUST00000108674. TSSs are shown by arrows.
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contacts with these transcripts, as we previously observed
for the lncRNA MEG3 (Kaneko et al. 2014).
Despite the fact that 4-SU cross-linking requires

hydrogen-bonding distances between theRNAand the pro-
tein (Ascano et al. 2012), it has been recently shown that
considerable amounts of background RNA can be retrieved
with this technique, and such background PAR-CLIP tags
are enriched in Poly(G) stretches (Friedersdorf and Keene
2014). We analyzed the sequence composition of the reads
from our JARID2 PAR-CLIP and found no evidence of
Poly(G) stretches (Supplemental Fig. S4B), suggesting that
background contamination could not explain our results.
Similar results were obtained when reanalyzing our pre-
vious EZH2 PAR-CLIP data set (Supplemental Fig. S4C;
Kaneko et al. 2013).
Thus, we conclude that JARID2, like EZH2, establishes

direct contacts with nascent RNAs from genes whose pro-
moters are occupied by intermediate or low levels of PRC2
and might therefore participate in the ezRNA-mediated
inhibition of PRC2, consistent with our biochemical re-
sults presented above (Fig. 1).

JARID2-interacting RNAs change during
differentiation

Next, we sought to determinewhether jarRNAs are a static
population or change dynamically with the transcriptional
program as ESCs differentiate. We observed that PVT1, a
lncRNAexpressed predominantly in undifferentiated ESCs,
gave rise to a large number of JARID2 PAR-CLIP tags and
that, upon differentiation, the number of tags recovered
from this RNA was diminished considerably (Fig. 4A).
Conversely, the HOXA1 antisense lncRNA (HOXA1_AS)
was associated with JARID2 almost exclusively after
RA-mediated differentiation (Fig. 4A), suggesting that
the pool of jarRNAs in ESCs is dynamic and modulated
by changes in their transcriptional and epigenetic state
(Supplemental Fig. S5).
Comparing PAR-CLIP reads genome-wide and using a

false discovery rate (FDR) of 5%, we identified 661 dif-
ferentially bound RNAs (DBRs) specific to the pluripotent
state and 631 DBRs specific to the differentiating cells (Fig.
4B, red dots; Supplemental Table S5). Using more compre-
hensive parameters (25% FDR), the number of DBRs grew
to 1524 and 1395 for pluripotent and differentiating cells,
respectively, indicating that a large fraction of genes mod-
ulated during differentiation have the ability to generate
jarRNAs.
In line with our model for an RNA-sensing mechanism

regulating PRC2, we found that genes giving rise to
jarRNAs in pluripotent cells but not differentiated cells
became silent, and, vice versa, newly activated genes gave
rise to the majority of the new RA-specific jarRNAs (Fig.
4C). This is consistent with the idea that contacts of
PRC2 subunits with nascent RNA result in reduced enzy-
matic activity and in turn allow for the maintenance of a
chromatin structure more permissive to transcription.
Taking into account the role of PcGs in maintaining

already established repression, we propose that Holo-PRC2
marks the gene with its modification only when transcrip-
tional repression has already been established by DNA
sequence-specific repressors; for example, during differen-
tiation. The subsequent shutoff of nascent transcript
production relieves Holo-PRC2 inhibition such that these
promoters can now be marked and maintained as re-
pressed through deposition of H3K27me2/3. The inherent

lack of specificity in nascent RNA binding by EZH2 and
JARID2 in vivo may enable Holo-PRC2 to be available at
transcribing genes at large and on hold for marking the
gene once repression is established.

Materials and methods

Recombinant proteins, synthesis of ncRNAs, in vitro binding assay, and

cell culture are described in the Supplemental Material.

HKMT assay

Standard HKMT assays were performed as described (Son et al. 2013). For

most reactions scored by scintillation counting, if not indicated otherwise,

the conditionswere as follows: 0.67 pmol of PRC2, 12.5mMSAM (3H SAM/

cold SAM at a 1:45 ratio), and 2.28 pmol of recombinant nucleosomes with

1.5 pmol of JARID2 and 4 pmol of AEBP2. The reaction mixture was

incubated inHKMT buffer (50mMTris-HCl at pH 8.5, 5 mMMgCl2, 4mM

DTT) for 15 min at 30°C.

CRISPR-Cas9-mediated gene knockout in mESCs

Experimental procedures were essentially described previously (Cong et al.

2013;Mali et al. 2013). Wild-type Cas9 plasmid was obtained fromAddgene

(plasmid #41815). Primers for generating 59 and 39 arms and template DNA

Figure 4. Dynamics of JARID2–nascent RNA interaction correlates
with gene expression during mESC differentiation. (A) JARID2 CLIP
tag mapping to two representative lncRNAs before and after RA-
mediated differentiation in mESCs. (B) MA plots for JARID2–RNA
interaction on gene bodies, comparing undifferentiated versus dif-
ferentiating mESCs. The graph indicates fold change (logFC; Y-axis)
versus abundance (logCPM; X-axis) of mapped CLIP tags. Differen-
tially binding genes (DBGs) with an FDR < 0.05 (red dots) and 0.25 <
FDR < 0.05 (green dots) are displayed. (C, left) Heat maps for mRNA
levels in undifferentiated versus differentiating mESCs, showing up-
regulated (gain of JARID2–RNA interaction; FDR > 0.05, logFC > 1)
and down-regulated (loss of JARID2–RNA interaction; FDR > 0.05,
logFC < �1) DBGs (see Supplemental Table S5). (Right) Differential
expression is also displayed with individual bars. Data were obtained
from GSE43221 (Kashyap et al. 2013).
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for guide RNAs (gBlocks, Integrated DNATechnologies) are summarized in

Supplemental Table S1. Cassette sequences are available on request. Donor

plasmids were prepared using Gibson Assembly (New England Biolabs). For

knockout of Ntn1 in embryonic day 14 (E14) mESCs, we transiently

transfected wild-type Cas9, donor plasmids, and PCR-amplified template

DNAs for guide RNA expression by using Lipofectamine 2000 (Life Tech-

nologies). In 48 h post-transfection, selection was done using 2 mg/mL

puromycin for 48 h, and clones were screened by RT-qPCR and genomic

PCRs using the primers summarized in Supplemental Table S1. Ntn1

knockout E14 mESCs were maintained without puromycin.

ChIP-qPCR

Experimental procedures and antibodies were described previously (Kaneko

et al. 2013, 2014). Primers are summarized in Supplemental Table S1.

PAR-CLIP

Experimental procedures and antibodies for PAR-CLIP and bioinformatic

analysis were described previously (Kaneko et al. 2013, 2014).

Accession numbers

CLIP sequences reported in this study have been deposited in the National

Center for Biotechnology Information Gene Expression Omnibus as

SuperSeries GSE60516.
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